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#NHSdeservesBetter

Join NHS staff
from across unions
and professions at
the Department of
Health, Downing
Street, SW1A 2AA

The Tories are on the back
foot over NHS pay.
A leak exposed their intention to
include a cut to holidays, as part of an
overall below inflation three year deal,
sparked widespread outrage within
the NHS and wider.
Shadow chancellor John McDonnell
and shadow health secretary Jonathan
Ashworth spoke out against it.
The fact that the Tories were forced
to retreat on annual leave shows that
through campaigning and pressure,
we can win a much better deal.
NHS staff are worked to the bone,
with people leaving in their droves
across the professions due to the
pressure of cuts, privatisation and low
staff morale.
MPs has a 15 percent pay rise,
so NHS workers deserve a real pay
rise�one that is fully above inflation!
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